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OFFICE PROCEDURE ORDER NO.   23 /2020

All Depot/Division officers

faffl :Sub:  Preventive Check conducted at Depot/Divisional level -reg.

trlf :Ref:   Dy.CVO/Stores lr.no.265/PC/2019/06/01838/S/N/SC/BZA
Dt.31/08/2020.

********

During  preventive  checks  conducted  by  Vigilance  Department  the  following  lapses  were
noticed in Depots  as under:

-      No  proper record/register is  being  maintained for the  charged  off stores in,some
of the wards in the depots.   Also noticed that, while issuing the charged off stores
in  a  piecemeal  qLiantities  to  the  consignees,   these  were   issued  without  any
proper authorization/challan.

-      ln  one of wards,  though custody register is available,  neither bears signatures of
supervisory officials nor the Depot officer.

-     Whenever the  samples  are  given  to  consignees  for testing  purpose  before  the
acceptance  of  suppliers,  then  these  samples  stocks  were  not  been  properly
regularizing   i.e.,   taking   into  ac.count  at  the  time  of  accountal   of  ROs  for  the
subject materials into the bin cards.

In view of the above, the following System Improvement is to be followed:

(a)  Whenever the stores are being  issued to the consignees  in  a  piecemeal manner
against   requisition   for   larger   quantity,   Ward   DMS   will   charge   only   actually
delivered  quantity  in  IMMS,  so  that  IMMS  balance  always  matches  with  ground
balance.  For example,  lf consignee representative has approached ward DMS for
collection  of only  part  quantity  (Say  `X')  of requisition  quantity  (Say  `Y'),  then  the
ward  DMS will charge only `X' quantity in  IMMS and  prepare extract of requisition
for `Y-X' quantity, against which future deliveries can be made.  .

(P.T.O)



(b)  However,  in  exceptional  circumstances,  if charged  off  stores  are  kept  in  wares,1

following procedure should be followed:
i.   whenever  the  charged  off  stores  are  being  issued  to  the  consignees  in  a
piecemeal  manner,  then  it should  be  issued  through  challan  form  (S.T-47)  only
and  the  details  of  these  piecemeal  issues  made  to  the  consignees  shaH  be
recorded  in  the  custody  register (wherever applicable)  till  the  issue  of complete
quantity.
ii.    Depot  officer or  Supervisory  officials  should  make  a  periodical  check  on  the
custody  registers/records  maintained  in  the  wards  and  should  sign  on  these
registers having token of check.  ,

(c)  Whenever  the  materials  are  collected  by  the  Consignees  for' testing  purpose,
then    these    materials    should    be    issued    on    Challan    from    (S.T-47)    only.
SubsequentlythistransactionshouldberegularizedthroughS-1313indentatthe
time of accountal of these materials through R-Notes.

This issues with the approval of PCMM.

Copy to:-

PS to PCMM for kind information of PCMM.
CMM/M, CMM/S ,  CMM/T & CMM/G.
Dy.CVO/Stores/SC, All Purchase Officers of HQrs,
Dy.Ch.Manager/P&S/SC, Dy.CMM/Con/SC.
All Purchase sections.

ABH#o
Dy.CMM//GPS&lc

For Principal Chief Materials Manager


